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LEWILL1982
Awesome! I think that's the same race that a friend of mine traveled to VA for to run with her
family. I think she won the race overall...
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This is my favorite kind of race – with family 
 
1st place (60 and up) ME! 
1st place (12 & under) – My granddaughter 
Overall 3rd place female – My daughter, sparker Hayburner1969 
 
All for a great cause too – Autism Awareness 
 
There were some serious hills in this course and I walked up every one for a total of 5 minutes. 
 
So I was really happy with my 31:08 (10:03 pace). I LOVE downhills where gravity is my friend. 
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IFDEEVARUNS2
Awesome! 
2593 days ago

SADWHITEWOLF
That is fantastic!
2593 days ago
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WATERMELLEN
Super pic: all three of you healthy and happy!! Love it!!
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MARYJEANSL
This is so wonderful! Just seeing the smiles and the medals brightened my day. You must be a
very proud mother/grandmother, especially knowing what a great example you have set.
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PHOENIX1949
I love multi-generational photos! You and your daughter have definitely modeled healthy
activity that has impressed your granddaughter. Way to go.
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DOVESEYES
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TINAJANE76
Congratulations on the awesome family results!
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SUBMOM2

   

I'm glad you were able to do this together!
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BOOKAPHILE
Great family activity. You are all exceptional!
2596 days ago
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EGRAMMY

This is terrific.  
2597 days ago
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RUDITUDI2000
Awesome! I love that fleet feet visor, have one exactly like it! 

So fun to do races with family.  
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SYLPHINPROGRESS
Good genes in your family! 
2597 days ago
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WILSONWR
It's great that you can all do that together! Congratulations to each of you for both the race and
the role models you are to others!
2597 days ago
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CD9543726
Fantastic for all of you! Awesome.
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DR1939

  
2597 days ago

CD13758606

 that is so  for all.

Great Pic! 
2597 days ago
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WUMPASTAR
WOW! How awesome! I wish my family would participate in runs, but I'm the only one running
- even in my extended family.
2597 days ago
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LINDAKAY228
That is just so awesome that you all have those awards! And I think autism is an awesome
cause too and did one 10k for it. At the time, living in NM I had to travel so far to races I didn't get
to do a lot I would have liked to do and did go 4 1/2 hours one way to the one race. I just didn't
have the money to do more at the time because of supporting grandkids. But I have one grandson
in Oklahoma who is 8 years old. They tested him for autism when he was young but the doctors
couldn't make up their mind and ruled out autism but couldn't determine what he did have. Now
doctors and teachers want to test him again. He just started speaking about a year ago and didn't
speak until then. He also has other methods and features of autism. So whether or not they decide
he has it, something is wrong. But it has made me so aware of autism over the years. When he
was young he learned sign language.
2597 days ago
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STRIVER57
how great! boy are you fast!
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v

MISCHAKEO
What a lovely family. That is wonderful that 3 generations share exercise for a worthy cause.
You all look so happy!
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TERI-RIFIC
I think that is a picture for the local newspaper!! Way to go all of you! You've definitely got good
running genes in your family! How great to be able to share the experience.
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CD8113065
Now THAT is awesome!!! Congratulations to you all!!
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ALICIA363
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ONEKIDSMOM

Awesome family race!   
2597 days ago
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KELLIEBEAN
That should be framed! What a wonderful family! Congratulations to all of you. You are a great
example to follow!
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Leave encouragement, a question, or anything else relevant to this post. All blog comments must abide by
SparkPeople's Community Guidelines. 

 Subscribe to this blog  

Disclaimer: Weight loss results will vary from person to person. No individual result should be seen as a typical
result of following the SparkPeople program.
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